Coast Guard Investigates Mysterious Boat Sinking

MIAMI—(The Coast Guard, pursuing an investigation of the apparent mass murder aboard the British Easterlin fishing trawler Tuesday into the strange career of its skipper.

An attempt by a friend to take the papers left by Capt. Julian Harvey was blocked by a coast officer. Papers and facts which might explain what happened were destroyed along with the skipper.

Harvey committed suicide in a lighthouse last Friday, more than 36 hours after Territorial Police Inspector Leonard A. Mordock, coast guard investigator, said the crew of the Lighthouse was killed.

U.S. To Put Astronaut In Orbit

LANDSIDE AIR FORCE BASE, Va.—By the United States will put on an exhibition on the first day of its first manned flight. The oxygen suits which would be possible between the United States and the other major nations in space.
January 2 Registration Poor, Dangerous for Traveling

Student Congress has passed a resolution urging the University to delay winter term registration until Wednesday, Jan. 3.

The present schedule calls for registration to begin Jan. 2.

Academics Not All

It is common knowledge that many students who rank in the top 1 percent in high school will do poorly in college, but what about those who are not so highly regarded? Academics are not all the same. For many reasons. But the universities are going to be more and more selective-more than high academic achievement and more than personal gain.
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Pencils will only add to the confusion and chaos which usually dominate holiday traffic. These drivers will have hard time scheduling rides back. Drivers will have to combat the congestion traffic.

One factor which cannot be ignored is that many students will be coming back still feeling the effects of New Year's Eve. It will be, and perhaps more polite, to ignore this aspect but the fact is these. A good many people aren't any more capable of driving New Year's Day than they were the night before. It is not safe to ask that students return to campus on one of the most dangerous holidays of the year.

In addition, traveling back then just adds the guilt of holiday travel. It can foster an intellectual snobbery. It Makes for travel which is not for in the spirit of academic achievement, but is for in the spirit of personal gain. It is my belief that an addition to present registration is needed due to the increase in travel back. It is obvious offenders in this regard are:

1. The population explosion of students and faculty. The social and academic values in the university are being greatly affected by the increase in enrollment.

2. The church-state conflict in the university. The allocation of resources for religious purposes is an example of this. The church-state conflicts in the university are being greatly affected by the increase in enrollment.

3. The church-state conflict in the university. The allocation of resources for religious purposes is an example of this. The church-state conflicts in the university are being greatly affected by the increase in enrollment.
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WANT SECOND TITLE MONDAY
HARRIERS EYE NCAA

By DICK ROBINSON

Michigan State hosts the NCAA Meet on Monday. The Spartans are looking to claim their second NCAA title in the last four years.

"We have had a good chance to win the title," said head coach Dick Doherty. "We are in good shape and ready to compete." The Spartans have been training hard and are aiming for a repeat performance.

The NCAA Meet is one of the most prestigious events in track and field and the Spartans are hoping to make a strong showing.

The meet will feature many of the nation's top teams, including Michigan State, UCLA, and Stanford.

The competition will be fierce and the Spartans will need to bring their A-game to come out on top.

Michigan State's head coach, Dick Doherty, was named Coach of the Year in 1988.

The meet will be held at Spartan Stadium and is expected to draw a large crowd.

The Spartans have been working hard to prepare for this meet and are confident in their chances.

The NCAA Meet is a great opportunity for Michigan State to showcase their talent and compete on the national stage.

The meet will begin at 11:30 AM on Monday and is expected to last throughout the day.

The Spartans are looking forward to the challenge and are ready to give it their all.
Death Doesn't End Devotion

WASHINGTON, D.C.—A long day's march ended for a party in the snowstorm. The party was made up of three members of the Civilian Conservation Corps, who were on their way to earn money for their families. The weather was cold and wet, but the men were determined to carry on with their work. They were part of a larger group of workers who were building roads in the mountainous area.

Van Wagoner at Con-Con

Keep Post Elective

Former Governor Murray D. Van Wagoner, a Democrat, met with members of the executive branch of the state government today to discuss the possible continuation of the state highway department. Van Wagoner, who served as governor from 1961-1965, said that he supported the continuation of the department as long as the state could afford it.

Van Wagoner, a Democrat, was a member of the state Senate from 1955 to 1961. He was a member of the House of Representatives from 1947 to 1955.

The highway department is one of the largest in the state, with a budget of over $100 million. It is responsible for maintaining and upgrading the state's 1,000-mile network of roads.

The department has been criticized in the past for its lack of efficiency and effectiveness. However, Van Wagoner said that he believed the department could be improved with some changes.

Van Wagoner added that he believed the state government should continue to support the highway department, even if it means cutting other programs.

Chinese Threaten India Line

ENDURANCE, Khardung-l—An Indian army officer today claimed that his troops were preparing to launch an offensive against Chinese forces in the Ladakh frontier with India. The officer said that the Indian army was ready to launch a counter-offensive at any moment.

The officer, speaking on condition of anonymity, said that the Indian army had been given a clear mandate by the Indian government to take aggressive action against the Chinese forces.

The officer added that the Indian army was well-prepared to face any challenge from the Chinese forces. He said that the Indian army had been given all the necessary resources to carry out the operation.

The officer said that the Indian army was planning to launch the offensive in the coming days. He added that the Indian army was confident of its ability to achieve its objectives.

Van Wagoner went before the legislature today to urge continued funding for the highway department. He said that the department was crucial to the economy of the state and should be supported.

He emphasized three points:

1. The highway department should be continued to make sure that the state's roads are maintained.

2. The department should be able to plan for the future.

3. The department should be able to respond to emergencies.

Van Wagoner said that he believed the highway department should be continued to make sure that the state's roads are maintained. He said that the department should be able to plan for the future and respond to emergencies.

He added that he believed the highway department should be able to plan for the future and respond to emergencies. He said that the department should be able to respond to emergencies and plan for the future.

He concluded by saying that he believed the highway department should be continued to make sure that the state's roads are maintained. He said that the department should be able to plan for the future and respond to emergencies.
Lost and Found

**Lost Your Teeth?**

Look in the Union

"There are any number of things that are lost in the Union," said John Erickson, head of the lost and found department. "It's not uncommon to find someone's false teeth in the lost and found box."

Erickson, who has been in charge of the lost and found window for the past eight years, said that he has seen it all. "We've had everything from false teeth to wedding rings."

The box was filled to the top with all manner of items, from watches and jewelry to books and umbrellas. "We have anything and everything here," said Erickson. "It's like a mini-museum."

Erickson said that the lost and found window is a popular spot for students and faculty alike. "People come in all the time to look for things they've lost."

One of the more unusual items that Erickson has found was a pair of false teeth. "A student came in looking for his false teeth," said Erickson. "He had lost them during a party."

Erickson said that he had also found a watch that was worth a lot of money. "A student came in to report that his watch was missing," said Erickson. "It turned out to be a very expensive watch."}

**Grill Students Have 823 Children**

Children of graduate students amount half the number of children of undergraduate students and juniors and seniors, according to a recent study conducted by the Union's lost and found department. A survey taken last month showed that graduate students had 823 children, out of a total of 1647 children. The study was conducted to determine the number of children in the Union.

"We have had a lot of children in the Union," said Erickson. "It's not uncommon to find a child's toy in the lost and found box."

Erickson said that the lost and found department is a popular spot for students and faculty alike. "People come in all the time to look for things they've lost."

The box was filled to the top with all manner of items, from watches and jewelry to books and umbrellas. "We have anything and everything here," said Erickson. "It's like a mini-museum."

Erickson said that he had also found a watch that was worth a lot of money. "A student came in to report that his watch was missing," said Erickson. "It turned out to be a very expensive watch."
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YOU PAY TUTTE" was one of the outstanding produc- tions presented by the New York Opera during its season at State. Licensed tenor, "Women Are Like That," the opera was presented in English as a part of the Linux-Contest series Monday evening. Couple Sustain Injuries in Fall At Ice Arena A 25-year-old woman and a 9-year-old girl were injured Monday night at the ice arena in Decatur (I had. They were taken to Decatur Hospital for treatment and released, hospital authorities said. The hospital is operated by the Prevention of Gravity to Assure a family has made many preparations first for itself, many of the hospital, there are five meals made available to the patient and his family. All meals are served, medica
tions and tests that are ordered.

MAY I SUGGEST YOU USE CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS FOR THE BEST RESULTS? Phone 355-6253 or 355-8256 FOR SALE (Use a classified display ad for even greater readership)
**SAARINEN DESIGNS Exhibited at Kresge**

![Image of a page from a document](image)

**Eero Saarinen Design—The IBM Research Center located at Yorktown Heights, N.Y., was designed by the late architect, Eero Saarinen. Other designs by the architect now on display at Kresge Art Center include the Channey Building of the U.S. Embassy in London and the General Motors Technical Center near Detroit.**

**Coltiffes**

by helen barresy

for every beauty aid and service for today's look

1941 E. Grand River, East Lansing

ED 7-4889

two marks East of Abbott Hall

**Universities Are Centers For Scientific Research**

In science today, world, reports the vice-president for research development, form a greater per cent than ever an university research centers and other universities and Dr. William E. Maurice in his paper "new centers for the science and technology on which the nature of health, industry, business, agriculture and even national security depends." At M.I.T. is 100, Federal government, foundations, industries and trade associations spent nearly $300 million last year for research in physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine to develop new production processes.

At Michigan, the federal government, foundations, industries and trade associations spent nearly $100 million last year for research in physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine to develop new production processes.

Unfortunately for Michigan science, the recent financial problems of the Federal Government have caused the total amount of federal research funds available to the state to decline from $25 million in 1959 to $17 million in 1961. This means that the state of Michigan must now look to the private sector for the necessary funds to continue its scientific research and development work.

Scientists working in the state's universities and hospitals have been trying to meet this challenge by developing new techniques and methods for conducting research and by developing new applications for existing techniques.

The importance of university research centers to the economy of a state or region has become more evident in recent years with the development of computer science and the increasing emphasis on the importance of advanced scientific research.

**Blizzards Defined By Bureau**

With the winter season upon us again, it might be interesting to note what the U.S. Weather Bureau considers a blizzard and what to expect when one is forecast.

According to the Weather Bureau, a blizzard is the most severe type of winter storm. It is characterized by winds of 35 miles or more, snow, and temperatures of 20 degrees or lower. The Weather Bureau defines a "severe" blizzard as having winds of 45 miles or more, great density of falling or blowing snow, and temperatures of 10 degrees or lower.

If anyone wants even more information on blizzards, the Weather Bureau has just published a list of the worst blizzards to strike the U.S. since 1857. The list is available on request from the Public Information Office, Weather Bureau, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D.C.

**MEADOWBROOK COUNTRY CLUB**

November 25 & 26 promises To Open A New & Gay Season

Featuring The Music Of KENNY DAVIS AND HIS ORCHESTRA SATURDAY 10 P.M. ON SUNDAY 2 P.M. THEN There is December 2 and 3

Good Food & Music Admission $1.00

Meadowbrook Country Club (at the American Legion Hall near Mason — take US-127 north to Bicknell's Bar turn right and follow the road to top of the hill)